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Appendices to Book 3 provide a useful reminder of
grammar terms, literary terms, general language terms
and punctuation.
Chapter wise and Topic wise introduction to enable quick
revision. Coverage of latest typologies of questions as
per the Board latest Specimen papers Mind Maps to
unlock the imagination and come up with new ideas.
Concept videos to make learning simple. Latest Solved
Paper with Topper’s Answers Previous Years’ Board
Examination Questions and Marking scheme Answers
with detailed explanation to facilitate exam-oriented
preparation. Examiners comments & Answering Tips to
aid in exam preparation. Includes Topics found Difficult &
Suggestions for students. Dynamic QR code to keep the
students updated for 2021 Exam paper or any further
CISCE notifications/circular
English may be the biggest obstacle to learning Greek!
Greek textbooks use jargon such as "noun," "verb,"
"morphology," and "syntax," which sometimes sounds
foreign. Many of us may remember them from grade
school, but the memories may now be foggy from time
and disuse. This book is written for hazy memories of
English that need a brush up before learning Greek.
Different than other aids to learning Greek, Brushing Up
English to Learn Greek introduces verbal aspect to
beginning students. English emphasizes the time of an
action but Greek emphasizes the point of view--or
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aspect--of an action. This book helps students build a
bridge of understanding between the different thought
worlds of English and Greek.
MAT000000 [BISAC]; MAT008000 [BISAC]
This practical book contains over 100 different speaking
exercises, including interviews, guessing games,
problem solving, role play and story telling with
accompanying photocopiable worksheets.
The purpose of this book English, like all languages, is
full of problems for the foreign learner. Some of these
points are easy to explain - for instance, the formation of
questions, the difference between since and for, the
meaning of after all. Other problems are more tricky, and
cause difficulty even for advanced students and
teachers. How exactly is the present perfect used? When
do we use past tenses to be polite? What are the
differences between at, on and in with expressions of
place? We can say a chair leg - why not * a cat
leg?When can we use the expression do so? When is
the used with superlatives? Is unless the same as if not?
What are the differences between come and go,
between each and every, between big, large and great,
between fairly, quite, rather and pretty? Is it correct to
say There's three more bottles in the fridge? How do you
actually say 3 x 4 = 12? And so on, and so on. Practical
English Usage is a guide to problems of this kind. It
deals with over 600 points which regularly cause
difficulty to foreign students of English. It will be useful,
for example, to a learner who is not sure how to use a
particular structure, or who has made a mistake and
wants to find out why it is wrong. It will also be helpful to
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a teacher who is looking for a clear explanation of a
difficult language point. There is very full coverage of
grammar, as well as explanations of a large number of
common vocabulary problems. There are also some
entries designed to clarify more general questions (e.g.
formality, slang, the nature of standard English and
dialects) which students and teachers may find
themselves concerned with.
This book will enable students to learn English in the most
easy manner. The book is written by CA Padma Jain who has
more than 29 years of Teaching Experience. She has ample
Experience of Teaching Students of CA, CS, CMA and MBA.
On the basis of her experience she has found that
Professional Students often find it difficult to cope up the
competition on account of Poor English. This book is
designed to meet the Need of Such students. The book
otherwise is suitable for all those who want to be fluent in
writing and speaking English. It is advised to use the book
along with the Video Classes offered by CA Padma Jain.
"Conditional sentences” express factual implications, or
hypothetical situations and their consequences. There are
two clauses in conditional sentences: Dependent clause:
Expresses the condition Main clause: Expresses the
consequence This Book Covers The Following Topics: What
are “Conditional Sentences”? Present Real Conditional
Sentences Present Unreal Conditional Sentences Past Real
Conditional Sentences Past Unreal Conditional Sentences
Future Real Conditional Sentences Future Unreal Conditional
Sentences Continuous Forms of Conditional Sentences
Mixed Conditional Sentences 'Were To' - Conditional
Sentences 'Special Force' - Conditional Sentences 'Wish'Conditional Sentences 'Miscellaneous' - Conditional
Sentences Conditional Sentences: Exercise – 1 Conditional
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Sentences: Exercise – 2 Summary Sample This: Present
Real Conditional Sentences The Present Real Conditional Is
Used To Talk About What You Normally Do In Real-Life
Situations. STRUCTURE [First Part – If / When + Subject +
Present Verb…, Second Part – Simple Present] OR [First Part
– Simple Present, Second Part – If / When + Subject +
Present Verb…] Whether Use “If” OR “When”? "If" implies things don’t happen regularly. “When” implies - things
happen regularly. If you eat too much fast food, it makes you
overweight. Or [It makes you overweight if you eat too much
fast food.] If you put salt on salad, they taste nicer. Or [They
taste nicer if you put salt on salad.] When I have free time, I
often sit in the library. [Regularly] Or [I often sit in the library
when I have free time.] MORE EXAMPLES: [First Part – If /
When + Subject + Present Verb…, Second Part – Simple
Present] If I move to school, I never take my mobile. If you
want to be a super-achiever, first recognize your own
capabilities. If it melts, it raises the sea level. If something bad
happens anywhere, it is natural to be sad. If you heat water, it
boils. If the office closes early, we definitely go to the library. If
you need help, call me. If I don’t come on time, you are
supposed to leave the office. If you feel sleepy, just go to bed.
If that isn’t absolute verification, I don’t know what is. If the
contractors fail to achieve the target within the specified
period, they are liable to pay damages. If you don't get the
first good, be content with the second good. [Note: Use of
Imperative Sentence] If you are working for something with
convictions, you are satisfied. If proper punishment is not
awarded to the accused, the faith of the society is shaken in
the legal system of the country. [Note: Use of passive voice –
is + awarded, and is + shaken] If uranium is bombarded with
a neutron, it absorbs some. If a Swedish govt. is interested in
such a deal at all, Sweden can negotiate for itself a better
deal. If a person is abused repeatedly then that person has
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the right to object and the right to argue also. If my statement
has pained someone then I regret it. If they have done
something wrong that doesn’t mean I have also done
something wrong. If the refugee cannot afford to pay, she
may be refused access to the hospital or have her refugee
card confiscated. [First Part – Simple Present, Second Part –
If / When + Subject + Present Verb…] I have come to bother
you if you don’t mind. We don’t even know if any person by
that name exists. Their wages are cut if they do not report for
duty on time. You learn a language better if you visit the
country where it is spoken. Agency works under pressure if
one goes by what the ex-Director says. I apologize if at all the
article hurt anyone. Power companies can hike the tariffs if
the cost of imported coal rises. Hang me if I am guilty. I meet
him if I go there. Butter dissolves if you leave it in sun. Plants
die if you don’t water them. Milk goes off if you don’t keep it
in a cool place. Ask the officer if you have any problems. I
don’t mind if you sit in my cabin. Customers get upset if they
are being overcharged. I have no problem if her name is
disclosed. They promised to slash power rates if they are
elected. Existing laws can be deterrent if a time-based trial is
conducted. Do you mind if I turn on the radio for a while? A
death row convict cannot be executed if he is not physically
and mentally fit. A student may not be motivated to work hard
if promotion is guaranteed. Many of the deaths can be
avoided if bikers wear the helmet. I go by taxi when the bus is
late.
In The Future Conditional, Eric S. Henry brings twelve-years
of expertise and research to offer a nuanced discussion of the
globalization of the English language and the widespread
effects it has had on Shenyang, the capital and largest city of
China's northeast Liaoning Province. Adopting an
ethnographic and linguistic perspective, Henry considers the
personal connotations that English, has for Chinese people,
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beyond its role in the education system. Through research on
how English is spoken, taught, and studied in China, Henry
considers what the language itself means to Chinese
speakers. How and why, he asks, has English become so
deeply fascinating in contemporary China, simultaneously
existing as a source of desire and anxiety? The answer, he
suggests, is that English-speaking Chinese consider
themselves distinctly separate from those who do not speak
the language, the result of a cultural assumption that
speaking English makes a person modern. Seeing language
as a study that goes beyond the classroom, The Future
Conditional assesses the emerging viewpoint that, for many
citizens, speaking English in China has become a cultural
need—and, more immediately, a realization of one's future.
For Professional Courses: Civil Service, MBA, Bank
Probationary Officer, Hotel Management, Income Tax and
Central Excise, NDA and All Other Competitive Examinations
If a hungry little traveler shows up at your house, you might
want to give him a cookie. If you give him a cookie, he's going
to ask for a glass of milk. He'll want to look in a mirror to
make sure he doesn't have a milk mustache, and then he'll
ask for a pair of scissors to give himself a trim.... The
consequences of giving a cookie to this energetic mouse run
the young host ragged, but young readers will come away
smiling at the antics that tumble like dominoes through the
pages of this delightful picture book.
One Of The Best English Learning Courses[Important Note This Book Is A "Mega Volume" In Which I Have Included
Content Of My All Short Ebooks Written On English
Language Skills In Various Online Stores.]You Have Choice
To Buy One or More Short Ebooks (Titles) Or If You Are
Interested In Many Titles Then You Can Buy This "Mega
Volume" At Fairly Low Price. Following Is The List Of 25
Chapters. [Each Chapter Denotes To Individual Title Which Is
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Also Available At Various Online Stores]Chapter - 1 - How to
Begin Sentences in English -Ways for Starting Sentences
Begin Sentence Using As, If, But, ING Form, Past Participle
Chapter - 2 - English Imperative Sentences -Imperatives Are
Used To Give Commands | Huge List of Imperative Verbs
And SentencesChapter - 3 - English Interrogative Sentences
-Types And Formation Of Interrogative Sentences | Tag
Questions | List Of Interrogative SentencesChapter - 4 English Causative Sentences -English Causative Words Get, Have, Make, Let, Help | Active And Passive
CausativesChapter - 5 - English Conditional Sentences
-English Conditional Sentence - Examples, Grammar,
Formation, Structure, Pattern | Real And Unreal Conditional
Sentences | If Clause | Past, Present, Future
ConditionalsChapter - 6 - English Exclamatory Expressions
-Popular Exclamatory Words and SentencesChapter - 7 Negative Forms in English -Negative Forms, Negative Words,
Simple Negative SentencesChapter - 8 - Using Numbers in
Conversation -How to Use Numbers in Conversation,
Numbers In English WritingChapter - 9 - Parallel Structures in
English -Popular Parallel Structure | Parallel Increase Or
DecreaseChapter - 10 - Creating Long Sentences in English
-Useful Patterns For Making Long Sentences In
EnglishChapter - 11 - Comparison Degrees in EnglishPositive, Comparative And Superlative Degrees, Adjectives
Degrees Of Comparison | Interchange Of DegreesChapter 12 - Comparison Similarities in English -Comparison of
Actions, Qualities and Quantities, Specific Similarities |
Quality Noun, Quality Adjectives Chapter - 13 - Examples of
English Co-relatives -Co-relative Words and
SentencesChapter - 14 - Interchange of Active and Passive
Voice -Convert Active Voice into Passive Voice Or Vice
VersaChapter - 15 - Daily English Important Notes
-Preposition Ending the Sentences, Use of Some Important
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Pronouns, Agreements and Disagreements with Statements,
Addition to RemarksChapter - 16 - Auxiliary Verbs - Is, Am,
Are, Was, Were -English Auxiliary Verbs - Be | Use Of Is, Am,
Are, Was, Were | Present And Past Tense | Singular And
Plural VerbsChapter - 17 - Auxiliary Verbs: Have, Has,
HadAuxiliary Verbs: Have, Has, Had, | Active and Passive
Voice | Have To, Had To, Have Had To, Having To | Has
Have Had Grammar | Have Been, Has Been, Had
BeenChapter - 18 - Special Patterns - Be and HaveChapter 19 - English Modal Auxiliary Verbs -May, Might, Can, Could,
Will, Would, Shall, Should, Need, Dare, Used (to), Ought (to) |
May, Might, Can, Could, Will, Would, Shall, Should,
NeedChapter - 20 - Get: Daily English Sentences -Frequently
Used Sentences Using Verb 'Get'Chapter - 21 - Common
English Sentences -Sentences Containing Key Words With
Letter A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, N, O, P, Q, R, S,
T, U, V, W, X, Y,Z Letters Chapter - 22 - Daily Use English
Sentences -Popular Topics - Kitchen, Two Wheeler,
Business, Law and Order, Actions, Time, Polite Expressions,
Passing Away, Miscellaneous TopicsChapter - 23 - English
Words Usage -English Words Usage A To Z | More Than
2500 Daily Life Sentences In EnglishChapter - 24 - Popular
English Idioms And Phrases - English Language Idiomatic
Expressions | List Of Popular Idioms And PhrasesChapter 25 - English Words Combination -Word Combines With Letter
A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, N, O, P, Q, R, S, T, U,
V, W, X, Y,Z | Learn To Combine Different Words To Give
Particular Meaning.

Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Chapter wise and Topic wise introduction to enable quick
revision. Coverage of latest typologies of questions as
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per the Board latest Specimen papers Mind Maps to
unlock the imagination and come up with new ideas.
Concept videos to make learning simple. Latest Solved
Paper with Topper’s Answers Previous Years’ Board
Examination Questions and Marking scheme Answers
with detailed explanation to facilitate exam-oriented
preparation. Examiners comments & Answering Tips to
aid in exam preparation. Includes Topics found Difficult &
Suggestions for students. Dynamic QR code to keep the
students updated for 2021 Exam paper or any further
CISCE notifications/circulars
Based on extensive research, Grammar and Beyond
ensures that students study accurate information about
grammar and apply it in their own speech and writing.
This is the second half of Student's Book, Level 2. The
Student's Book is the main component of Grammar and
Beyond. In each unit, students study the grammar in a
realistic text and through charts and notes informed by a
billion-word corpus of authentic language. The exercises
provide practice in reading, writing, listening, and
speaking, making this a complete course. Students learn
to avoid common mistakes, based on an extensive
corpus of learner language. Each unit concludes with a
Grammar for Writing section, in which students apply the
grammar in an extended writing task.
The New Cambridge English Course is a four-level
course for learners of English.
PLEASE NOTE - this is a replica of the print book and
you will need paper and a pencil to complete the
exercises. Welcome to the most exciting English
language learner around! The ultimate self-study course
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is easy to use, quick to learn and works at an advanced
level with real depth and detail. Level 4 guarantees an
engaging and entertaining experience for adults already
accomplished at learning English as a foreign language.
This advanced course targets experienced English
speakers looking to hone their existing skills. Learn
English at the highest level by reinforcing key language
skills, grammar rules, and vocabulary with listening,
speaking, reading, and writing exercises. At this level the
content is more challenging, covering subjects such as
family life, business, and news, and media. English for
Everyone Course Book Level 4 Advanced covers the
major global English-language exams, including TOEFL
and IELTS. This book is part of DK's best-selling English
for Everyone series, which is suitable for all levels of
English language learners and provides the perfect
reading companion for study, exams, work, or travel.
With audio material available on the accompanying
website and Android/iOS apps bringing vital experience
of spoken English, there has never been a better time to
learn English.
Renowned for its balance and integration of language
learning and culture, the popular and proven VOILÀ! AN
INTRODUCTION TO FRENCH, ENHANCED, Sixth
Edition, emphasizes skill acquisition through progressive
vocabulary and grammar activities, integrated culture,
authentic spoken French, and literature. The exciting
new enhanced sixth edition is packed with digital
resources, including an updated eBook, trackable
diagnostic study tool, web-based grammar tutorials,
video-based pronunciation tutorials, culture videos, and
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more. In addition, a variety of innovative learning tools
ensures learners get the practice they need to maximize
success. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
The Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary gives the
vital support which advanced students need, especially
with the essential skills: reading, writing, listening and
speaking. In the book: * 170,000 words, phrases and
examples * New words: so your English stays up-to-date
* Colour headwords: so you can find the word you are
looking for quickly * Idiom Finder * 200 'Common
Learner Error' notes show how to avoid common
mistakes * 25,000 collocations show the way words work
together * Colour pictures: 16 full page colour pictures
On the CD-ROM: * Sound: recordings in British and
American English, plus practice tools to help improve
pronunciation * UNIQUE! Smart Thesaurus helps you
choose the right word * QUICKfind looks up words for
you while you are working or reading on screen *
UNIQUE! SUPERwrite gives on screen help with
grammar, spelling and collocation when you are writing *
Hundreds of interactive exercises
The best-selling workbook and grammar guide, revised
and updated! Hailed as one of the best books around for
teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant
examples, dozens of reproducible exercises, and preand post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and high
schoolers, college students, ESL students,
homeschoolers, and more. This concise, entertaining
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workbook makes learning English grammar and usage
simple and fun. This updated Twelfth Edition reflects the
latest updates to English usage and grammar and
features a two-color design and lay-flat binding for easy
photocopying. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow
explanations, offering “just the facts” on English
grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to
reflect the latest rules, along with quizzes and pre- and
post-tests to help teach grammar Ideal for students from
seventh grade through adulthood in the US and abroad
For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and
subtle guidelines of English grammar and usage, The
Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation offers
comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
On Conditionals provides the first major crossdisciplinary account of conditional (if-then) constructions.
Conditional sentences directly reflect the language user's
ability to reason about alternatives, uncertainties, and
unrealised contingencies. An understanding of the
conceptual and behavioural organisation involved in the
construction and interpretation of these kinds of
sentences therefore provides fundamental insights into
the inferential strategies and the cognitive and linguistic
processes of human beings. The present volume brings
together studies from several perspectives philosophical, linguistic and psychological - and aims to
emphasise the intrinsic connections between the issues
to be addressed and to point to new directions for
interdisciplinary work.
• With latest Typologies of Questions as per the latest
CBSE syllabus 2021-2022 • Questions from Board
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Question Bank -2021 • Mind Maps and concept videos
to make learning simple. • Includes exam ready content
with practice material self-assessment. • Includes
Previous Years’ Board Examination Questions and
Marking scheme Answers with detailed explanation to
facilitate exam-oriented preparation. • Coverage of
Chapterwise complete NCERT textbook questions with
answers. • Dynamic QR code to keep the students
updated for any further CBSE notifications/circulars
Learn to: Put an EFL course programme together from
scratch Let your students loose in skills classes – from
reading to listening Deliver grammar lessons in a logical
and intuitive way Cope with different age groups and
capabilities Your one-stop guide to a career that will take
you places If you thought that teaching a language that's
second nature to you would be easy, think again!
Explaining grammar, or teaching correct pronunciation
while simultaneously developing your own skills as a
teacher can be a huge challenge. Whether you're on a
training course or have already started teaching, this
book will help launch your career and give you the
confidence and expertise you need to be a brilliant
teacher. Make an educated decision – decide between
the various courses, qualifications and job locations
available to you Start from scratch – plan well-structured
lessons and develop successful and effective teaching
techniques Focus on skills – from reading and writing, to
listening and speaking, get your students sounding and
feeling fluent Get your head around grammar – teach
students to put sentences together, recognise tenses
and use adjectives and adverbs All shapes and sizes –
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tailor your lessons to younger learners, one-to-ones,
exam classes and Business English learners Open the
book and find: TEFL, TESOL, EFL – what all the
acronyms mean The best course books and materials to
supplement your teaching Advice on running your class
and handling difficulties Lesson plans that you can use in
the classroom Activities and exercises to keep your
students on their toes Constructive ways to correct and
assess your students' performance Ways to inject some
fun into your classes Insider information on the best jobs
around the world 'An invaluable manual for anyone
thinking of embarking on a TEFL journey. Michelle
Maxom's step-by-step guide provides practical tips to get
you started and offers key advice to help unleash the
creative English language teacher within.' – Claire
Woollam, Director of Studies & a Teacher Trainer at
Language Link London
The New Cambridge English Course is a course
teachers and students can rely on to cover the complete
range and depth of language and skills needed from
beginner to upper-intermediate level. Each level is
designed to provide at least 72 hours of class work using
the Students Book, with additional self-study material
provided in the Practice Book. The course has a proven
multi-syllabus approach which integrates work on all the
vital aspects of language study: grammar, vocabulary,
pronunciation, skills, notions and functions. Teacher
support Free photocopiable placement tests for Levels 1
and 2 are available, with teachers' notes in French,
Spanish and Polish and answer sheets to help allocate
students to the appropriate level. Please contact your
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local Cambridge University Press representative for
details.
The book is a reference and practice book for elementary
learners.
Este libro es el primer volumen de una colección creada para
acompañar el estudio de la Didáctica de la Enseñanza de
Idiomas Extranjeros. Su estructura se ha inspirado en el
ejemplarTheTeaching of English in theElementary and
IntermediateLevels. Contiene una variedad de tareas cuyo
objeto es fomentar la reflexión sobre los temas que en él se
discuten; gracias a ellas el lector podrá ser un participante
activo en el proceso de enseñanza y aprendizaje.
Imagine a set of simple principles that could help you to
understand how parts combine to become a whole, and how
each part sees the whole from its own perspective. If such
principles were any good, it shouldn’t matter whether we’re
talking about humans on a team, birds in a flock, computers
in a datacenter, or cogs in a Swiss watch. A theory of
cooperation ought to be pretty universal, so we should be
able to apply it both to technology and to the workplace. Such
principles are the subject of Promise Theory, and the focus of
this insightful book. The goal of Promise Theory is to reveal
the behavior of a whole from the sum of its parts, taking the
point of the parts rather than the whole. In other words, it is a
bottom-up, constructionist view of the world. Start Thinking in
Promises and find out why this discipline works for
documenting system behaviors from the bottom-up.
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